On January 3, the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") concluded its wide-ranging investigation of allegedly anticompetitive conduct by Google. While a number of other commitments were extracted from Google, the allegations of search bias that initially animated the investigation were not proven, and the FTC even found that some of the investigated conduct may have been procompetitive. In Europe, on the other hand, an investigation into allegations of Google’s search bias and other abusive practices is ongoing.

To examine the important and timely issues surrounding Google Search, ND LAMB is convening a panel of legal scholars with expertise in antitrust and intellectual property, who will discuss and debate the merits and demerits of the allegations against Google, the FTC’s decision, and the search company’s relevant conduct more generally.
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To participate, RSVP at lamb@nd.edu

For further information on this conference and other Law and Market Behavior activities visit us at law.nd.edu/lamb.